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Risk Markets Rally Sharply on Improved China Macro Calendar and
Reduced Risks of FED Policy Mistake following Marked Softening of
US Employment Conditions
In our September column, we attributed the sharp sell‐off in risk markets that unfolded
between the middle of August and the end of September of this year to the escalation
of investor concerns over the global economic outlook (Figure 1). In particular, we
identified two specific macro dynamics as underlying investor concerns:

Figure 1. August‐September Sell‐off in Risk Markets Fueled by Downside
Revisions to World Economic Outlook: (January1st 2015 – September 25th2015)
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risk of further deceeleration in China’s econ
nomic momeentum, alongg with the global
g
mic repercusssions resultin g from such scenario. Su
uch investor cconcern stem
mmed
econom
from th
he then stead
dy softening of Chinese eeconomic ind
dicators, inclu
uding house price
data, ass well as the likely deflatioonary implicaations resultin
ng from the ccollapse in Chinese
equity prices that obtained thrrough Septem
mber month‐end (Figuree 2). That Ch
hina’s
econom
mic calendar weakened ffurther throu
ughout July aand August was of particular
significaance to the investor com munity given
n that considerable moneetary and fina
ancial
policy stimulus was implemented
i
d by Chinese aauthorities since earlier in the year;

Fig
gure 2. China
a Equity Pricce Declines iinto Late Sep
eptember as Amplifying Factor behiind
Invvestor Conceerns over Fu
urther Chinaa Economic D
Deceleration
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risk of a significant monetary poolicy mistake in the form of the US Fed
deral Reserve
e, the
world’ss largest cen
ntral bank, rraising its reeference poliicy rate (Fed
deral Funds rate)
extemp
poraneously. Such investo r concerns deerived from the higher pitched commentary
emanatting from Fed governors at importan
nt scheduled speeches o
over the pastt few
monthss at which se
enior Fed offficials spoke o
of their instittution’s grow
wing inclinatio
on to
raise th
he Federal Funds rate laterr this year. Su
uch commenttary was at o
odds with the view
espouse
ed by the ave
erage instituttional investo
or who remains concerned
d over the pa
ace of
decelerration in world nominal GDP growth
h, the ongoiing pace of commodity price
decliness, and the pe
ersistently higgh leverage llevels around
d the world aat a time in which
w
core infflation remain
ns well below
w target for all of the world’s major eco
onomic regions. In
that co
ontext, a Fed
d policy misttake scenario
o would be p
perceived to be of first‐order
consequ
uence to the global markeet outlook ow
wing to multip
ple considerattions, includin
ng:
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o

adverse earnings effect on US large cap stocks resulting from a further US Dollar strength given US
large cap stocks’ substantial foreign revenue and earnings shares, upwards of 40 percent each. US
equities’ dominant share of world market capitalization (at close to 50 percent) implies such adverse
dynamics would carry global implications at the market level;

o

adverse effect on US corporate profit margins, as a result of: (a) the higher financial costs faced by
corporate issuers following an increase in the (policy) interest rate; (b) increased (spread) financial costs
on debt issuers owing to the increased risk premium levels that would likely result in a scenario in which
the Fed were perceived to raise the policy rate extemporaneously, and; (c) adverse effects on financials’
interest margin should the interest rate curve flatten beyond the quantum already discounted in
forwards, a likely scenario should market participants view a rate hike as a policy mistake (curve
inversion);

o

adverse economic growth effect resulting from the spike in financial and macro volatility that would
accompany an extemporaneous Fed interest rate hike. Market volatility would spike in such scenario as
a result of the increased uncertainty surrounding the future path of policy rates, entailing the potential
for a succession of (arguably also extemporaneous) policy rate hikes in the months following the first
rate hike (likely to be this December). A spike in financial volatility amounts to a further tightening of
global financial conditions, a troubling proposition, at a juncture in which a number of foreign
economies are under recessionary phases (e.g. Canada, Brazil, Russia, among others). In turn, such state
of affairs implies the escalation of probability for recession scenarios in the USA and other major
economies.

Against the backdrop delineated above and discussed at length in our September column, Glovista kept overall equities
exposure at close to zero across most of our separately managed global tactical asset allocation portfolios, a stance we
maintained throughout much of August and September. As discussed at length in the balance of this monthly
commentary, on October 2nd we lifted our cautious portfolio stance by raising our overall equities exposure from close to
zero to around 50 percent following the release of horrific September US employment numbers and a succession of
economic releases out of China that signaled a notable moderation in the pace of deceleration of economic activity. In
short, starting on October 2nd we implemented material rebalancing actions across asset classes in our global tactical
asset allocation strategy by raising overall exposure to equities and credit at the expense of cash levels and government
fixed income. We have maintained such overall asset class exposures throughout much of October, through the date of
publication of this column. In our concluding section, we discuss at length our favored sector exposures within equities
and fixed income asset classes at the global level.

Upturn in China’s Economic Calendar Together with Overly Weak September US Jobs Report Soothe
Investor Concerns, Fueling a Compression in Risk Premium and Spike in Asset Prices
Starting around the September 30th date, with the release of several stronger than expected readings for China
manufacturing and service sector sentiment diffusion indices, global markets began to stabilize as one of the principal
macro factors anchoring investor concerns began to abate. It is not a coincidence that US equity volatility peaked
around that date (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. USS Equity Vola
atility Levelss Topped Ou
ut Shortly Beefore the Reelease of
Major China
a Goods and
d Service Secctor Indicato
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The decline in risk premiu
um levels thaat followed th
he release of sstronger than
n expected Ch
hina
nd
ndicators, extended sharplly in the periiod following the Octoberr 2 release of a
economic in
considerablyy weaker th
han expecte d Septembeer US emplo
oyment repo
ort. Specifica
ally,
September’ss US employyment reportt entailed thee generation
n of only 118
8 thousand jobs
j
versus a con
nsensus estim
mate of 197 thousand job
bs. In additio
on, the Augusst private secctor
payrolls figu
ure was down
nwardly revissed from an initial 140 tho
ousand jobs tto 100 thousand
jobs. More
eover, otherr elements oof the emplloyment report signaled an undispu
uted
softening in
n labor markket conditionns, including a lower thaan expected average hourly
earnings figu
ure and a reduction in laboor force participation.
From a markket perspectiive, the releaase of a horrifically soft Seeptember US jobs report was
so weak as to
t be market friendly to rissk assets inassmuch as the softening of US labor market
conditions resulted in a sudden unmistakablee downsizing of investor expectatiions
of Fed policy rate hikes fo
or the balance
e of
surrounding the prospects, timing an d quantum o
nd
this year an
nd next. In th
he process, tthe October 2 release of US jobs d
data marked the
inception of a sharp sustaained rise in eequity and creedit asset prices, as illustrated in Figure
e 4.
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Figure 4. Risk Markets Rise Sharply as Expectations Decline over FED Rate Hike Prospects Following October
2nd Release of Surprisingly Weak US Jobs Data
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Reduced Downside Risks to Global Growth Lead Glovista to Raise Equities Exposure Sharply, With a
Non‐US Focus, While Sustaining Bullish US Dollar Outlook
The last few days of September and first few days of October brought about an unmistakable lifting of the two principal
risk factors anchoring our then prevailing cautious investment outlook. In the process, we speedily rebalanced our
managed portfolios through the purchase of equities exposure on October 2nd and October 5th from around zero percent
to close to 50 percent allocation. Within global equities, we favor Eurozone, Japanese, a selection of US large cap and
regional bank sector indices together with a selection of Emerging Market country indices. Within global equities, we hold
an underweight US, overweight non‐US equities exposure.
In fixed income, we are underweight duration, favoring short‐ and intermediate‐duration exposure to US Dollar
denominated debt instruments, especially US non‐energy sector high yield on valuation considerations. We maintain a
bullish US Dollar outlook based on our continued premise that US monetary policy is likely to prove the first to undergo
tightening among the developed economies. Moreover, the ongoing market‐driven tightening of global financial
conditions, fueled by global and country‐level deleveraging considerations, are unambiguously US Dollar bullish. Finally,
within the commodities sector we continue to favor selected exposure to precious metals, particularly through exposure
to mining stocks.
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Emerging Markets Perspectives
EM Equities Post Strong October Outperformance versus EAFE Peers as China Economic
Calendar Strengthens and Risk of Protracted Fed Policy Rate Hike Scenario Declines
The global macro and policy backdrop facing risk markets globally, of which Emerging Markets is one of the most
cyclically oriented segments, has improved markedly since the very end of September. Specifically, since
September 28th not only have risks of a sharp economic deceleration in China abated meaningfully (Figure 5) but so
too have risks of a Fed policy mistake unfolding in the form of a policy rate hike that would set off a succession of
multiple rate hikes throughout 2016.

Figure 5. China’s Economic Surprise Indicator Bounces Strongly from September Month‐End Levels
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Against a backdrop of mitigated downside risks to global economic growth and lessened prospects of a policy
mistake by the US Federal Reserve, it is not surprising that over the course of October (a) risk markets have
rallied sharply, including equities, credit, commodities and cyclically oriented currencies, and (b) Emerging
Market equities, as a cyclically oriented segment of global markets, have posted solid return outperformance
versus Developed Market peers.
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Figure 6. EM Asia Equities Post Solid October Month‐to‐date Outperformance of Latam and EMEA
Peers despite Latin America/EMEA Currencies Sharper Revaluation versus US Dollar during the
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Notwithstanding EM equities’ relative return outperformance of Developed Market peers these past several
weeks, our investment team continues to embrace the thesis that prospective EM equity market performance
leadership is likely to remain driven by country factors as (a) we continue to expect the US Dollar bull phase to
play out to a final conclusion (at least to 104 level in the DXY index), and (b) a number of EM countries still need
to work off domestic macro and financial sector imbalances, particularly commodity export‐oriented countries.
We believe the October month‐to‐date intra‐EM return performance dynamics – especially EM Asia
outperformance of Latin America/EMEA peers ‐ is rather illustrative and confirming of our thesis (Figure 6).
Specifically, it is unusual for EM Asia equities to outperform EMEA and Latin America peers during time periods,
even brief ones such as the last five weeks, during which risk premium levels globally have compressed sharply
and during which EMEA and Latin America currencies have revalued most sharply versus the US Dollar (Figure
7). We believe such statistical ‘divergence’ provides a powerful indication of EM Asia equities’ superior
earnings and revenue growth potential as well as relative valuation appeal at the currency and credit levels
versus EMEA and Latin America peers.
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Figure 7. EM Currencies Strengthen Sharply versus US Dollar since end of September, led by Latin
America and EMEA Currencies: (September 29th 2015‐ October28th 2015)
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Given the above considerations, over the past several weeks we have rebalanced our country exposures by raising
overall regional exposure to Emerging Asia at the expense of EMEA and Latin America. Specifically, our strongest
overweight country tilts center around exposure to the (a) Chinese consumer and technology sector given the
sector’s high visibility, attractive valuations and balance sheet strength, (b) Korean equities, on a currency hedged
basis, (c) Chilean equities, given attractive stock valuations, strengthening revenue growth, cheap currency
valuation, and (d) Selective frontier markets, especially Vietnam. Conversely, our most significant underweight
allocations comprise (a) the ASEAN region, given stretched relative valuations, (b) Latin America, particularly Brazil
given a challenging economic and policy environment together with unimpressive valuations, and (c) EMEA, given
Middle Eastern markets’ large exposure to the domestic economy at a challenging stage in the local business cycle
for the region due to the continued decline in energy commodity prices, and South Africa, given unimpressive
relative valuations and a challenging domestic economic and policy environment.
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Disclaimers:
1. This newsletter from Glovista is for information purposes only and this document should not be construed as an offer to
sell or solicitation to buy, purchase or subscribe to any securities.
2. This document is for general information of Glovista clients. However, Glovista will not treat every recipient as client by
virtue of their receiving this report.
3. This newsletter does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives,
financial situations, or needs of individual clients. The securities discussed in this document may not be suitable for all
investors.
4. The price and value of investments referred to in this newsletter and the income arising from them are subject to market
risks. Past performance is not a guide for future performance
5. Certain transactions including those involving futures, options, and other derivatives as well as non-investment grade
securities give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. Please ensure that you have read and
understood the current risk disclosure documents before entering into any derivative transactions.
6. This newsletter has been prepared by Glovista based upon publicly available information and sources, believed to be
reliable. Though utmost care has been taken to ensure its accuracy, however, no representation or warranty, express or
implied, is made that it is accurate or complete.
7. The opinions expressed in this newsletter are subject to change without notice and Glovista is under no obligation to
inform the clients when opinions or information in this report changes.
8. This newsletter or information contained herein does not constitute or purport to constitute investment advice and should
not be reproduced, transmitted or published by the recipient. This document is for the use and consumption of the recipient
only. This newsletter or any portion thereof may not be printed, sold or circulated or distributed without the written
consent of Glovista.
9. Forward-looking statements in this newsletter are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Neither
Glovista nor any of its directors, employees, agents or representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct or
indirect, incidental, special or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection
with the use of the information included in this newsletter.

1 Evertrust Plaza Suite 1102
Jersey City NJ 07302
Tel: 212‐336‐1540
Website: www.glovista.net
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